Campus  Board approves FY10 budget
The Board of Trustees approved the University’s budget at its April 9 meeting. more

Faculty tell stories of creativity
Faculty shared stories of creativity, in which inspiration, curiosity and celebration were a common thread, at a recent Center for Faculty Development and Excellence workshop. more

Project Compass: Adding up and counting down
A by-the-numbers look at the status of the new PeopleSoft Financials system, which goes live Sept. 1. more

What’s green, larger and has a bowling alley?
Emory Conference Center Hotel adds new guest rooms, state-of-the-art meeting spaces, a ballroom, and a bowling alley; renovates 200 rooms; and becomes the only LEED-certified metro Atlanta conference center hotel. more

Report From: Health Sciences
Woodruff Health Sciences Center CEO Fred Sanfilippo says senior leaders examined the relationships among culture, strategy and change to identify how WHSC can accelerate the extraordinary momentum it has achieved. more

Take Note
An active approach to stopping HIV; Recovery Act offers NIH research funds; Putting on a show to build a free clinic. more

Discovery  Refugee radio expands its reach
Emory partner Sagal Radio, which serves many of metro Atlanta’s 40,000 East African refugees, will have a new recording studio and a new FM partner, WFRG-Radio Free Georgia. more

Students help solve tough cases in clinical neurology
A special elective requires Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology undergraduates to go on patient rounds with physicians, make observations, and record how the patients describe their symptoms. more

Poverty-global health link is focus of symposium, contest
A global development and health symposium covers obstacles confronting global development and the intersection of business and health to create sustainable outcomes in developing nations. more

Events  Nationals come to Emory
Emory will host the 2009 National Championships for collegiate club gymnastics teams April 16-18; employees and their families are invited to the free events. more

Advance Notice
Leadership topic of Life of Mind lecture; Documentary looks at national debt; Novelist Ha Jin to present awards; Chorus, ESO to perform Brahms. more